
 

ABSTRACT 

 

The wireless mechanism for communicating between users play an important role 

in our future generation and present life. Present networking methods providing 

service to users still end users are expecting good experience in communication called 

as QOE (Quality of Experience), along with the best Service mentioned as QOS 

which is called as Quality of Service. Due to obstacles present in this concrete 

environment signal cannot be propagated to entire cellular region, to avoid this 

problem small antenna will be arranged called as Base Station (BS). This small BS is 

called as FEMTOCELL. The cellular region under this FEMTOCELL is called 

FEMTO CELL region, Installing FEMTO CELL antennas will be done based on 

RSRP (Reference Signal Received Power) value calculated at UE in regular BS 

coverage. With FEMTOCELL, whatever signal propagation problem is resolved. 

Moving of user to different places in cell region will leads to a new problem as user 

must switch from one base station to other BS along those it includes FEMTO CELL. 

The latest method of handoff is not able to take care about these types of users. Now 

if more cellular regions in network, then switching of User Equipment (UE) should be 

done without call drop. To achieve this good hand off method is proposed with best 

channel selection method. 

Cognitive FEMTOCELL are best devices to place inside and outside of cellular 

region to provide good quality signal which can be assessed by calculate RSRP value. 

The proposed technique is about reducing call drop while client is moving from 

existing cell region to other cellular region with good hand off method. However, 

because of the massive sending of intellectual femtocells, clients experience extra 

postponement and superfluous deliveries. To achieve good experience in signal 

quality different hand off methods like Hard handover (break before make) and soft 

handoff or smooth handover (make before break) are used, which depends on the 

channel availability. This can genuinely influence the nature of administration (QoS) 

of jam touchy applications, like Voice over long-haul development (VoLTE). The 

4GPP LTE-A/LTE-UE remote organizations plan to give continuous development 

and fast exchange column for Real Time (RT) and non-RT application 

administrations under Vigor situations of cellular network. The expectation of 

portability is a viable method to distinguish a homegrown NodeB (eNB/HeNB) 

advanced later and further develop the general help nature of the organize and fulfill 



 

the end user experience. The delay in delivery of packets and call drop will be 

reduced with our research work, call drops by having good channel handoff method 

with best channel allocation in composite cellular region. 
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